
MIND BODY THERAPIES IN TRAUMA THROUGH THE LENS OF BIOENERGETICS

“Everything in Life is Vibration” – Albert Einstein

Our mind-body system allows us to feel a sense of vitality, aliveness and belonging in the

world. Our quantum energy system, also commonly known as our bioenergetic system, is

part of our life force and is thus an integral part of the mind body system.

In the past, quantum energy healing and in a broader sense, mind body healing modalities,

were often seen as elusive, misunderstood, and ineffective methods of healing which sat on

the outer fringes of acceptability in conventional medicine. This fact made practitioners

hesitant to even consider using it as a tool for addressing trauma. But that view is changing

rapidly as our knowledge of what drives biology is deepening and as greater evidence-based

research is being done to explain it in a scientific manner. The intention of this paper is to

introduce you to the research and to allow you to become familiar with overarching aspects

of bioenergetics so that you as a practitioner can begin to broaden your understanding of

how if can be applied in a simple way into your practice regardless of what modality you

engage for the wellbeing of your clients.

In this paper, we will examine

● The mind-body modalities connection in trauma.

● What is Bioenergetics? What is our life force and the energy of emotion?

● We will look at bioenergetics as being the common thread that runs through

all modalities, including mind body therapies, where we are exchanging

quantum information with the body

● We will focus on 4 key aspects of quantum information transfer namely

coherence, touch, intention and belief which are fundamental to the

effectiveness and efficacy of these modalities.

By applying a bioenergetic lens to mind body modalities when addressing trauma in a

wholistic manner, we gain a better understanding of how to be more effective in our work

with clients by helping them access simple tools that can often be self-administered with

minimal cost and is freely available. The knowledge of how bioenergetics works is easy to

pass on to clients when we construct a simple framework to explain it using the 4 key

aspects that we will discuss in this paper.

This bioenergetic approach to trauma healing also creates an opportunity to explore the

ability to reduce use of long-term medications and in most cases, it can augment commonly

expected results when used alongside conventional modalities.

It also helps to expand our views and perspectives on what is needed for our clients to truly

achieve wellbeing.

THE MIND BODY CONNECTION IN TRAUMA

Traditionally, when addressing trauma, the primary focus of the conventional medical model

was to either, impact the body via biochemistry with medications, or impact the mind with



talk therapy. There was a strong reluctant to recognise the role that adjunct, alternative

therapies played in facilitating the healing process in the body and relegated them to the

“untested and unknown” category even though some of these practises had been in use

since ancient times to heal the mind, body and spirit.

We now recognise that conventional medicine alone cannot address the full picture of what

has happened in the trauma process. Research has shown that the results from adding an

adjunct therapy to the conventional model showed far greater results than just using

conventional medicine alone. [1]

The mind-body connection in trauma has gained substantial importance with the

well-known work put forward by the likes of Peter Levine, Stephen Porges, Richard Schwartz

and Bessel Van Der Kolk and many others, who pioneered an expanded understanding of

trauma. This work continues to help practitioners find a point of reference for addressing

trauma in its totality.

“The single most important issue for traumatised people is to find a sense of safety in their

own bodies.” Bessel Van Der Kolk

Mind-body modalities by its very nature connects the separate elements of the mind, body

and spirit to affect change and to heal.

When trauma is viewed from a wholistic viewpoint - Overwhelm of the mind-body system’s

capacity to address perceived stressors, thus interrupting its ability to adapt and thrive- it

is easy to understand why there is an important place for mind-body therapies in assisting

the system to repair, heal and come back into balance, so that the body can move away from

surviving to thriving.

Using mind body therapies and specifically bioenergetics, to tap into the interrupted

processes of trauma can often be gentler on the client because you are placing positive

correctional information into the information pathways thus allowing energy to flow, and for

the body to tap into its own innate wisdom. We will discuss how releasing stuck emotional

energy signatures using the aspects of coherence, touch, intention and belief can often

initiate a silent cascade of innate processes that enables the body to adapt to the new

energetic information it received.

What is bioenergetics and how does that relate to life and our bodies?

QUANTUM PARTICLES & OUR BIOENERGETIC FIELDS-A PARADIGM SHIFT

We are not just biological or chemical beings but are also quantum in nature.

The quantum aspect of our body is commonly referred to by many names - human body

field, subtle energy system, the body electric, and the energy body -all of which encompass

quantum biology or the bioenergetics of living organisms. [2]

The quantum energy system is made of invisible fields. These fields are created by the

interaction of light and electrons, and by interactions of energy between particles. As these

infinitely and endless interactions take place, they do so they create a field within our body-



a quantum field [3]. Thus, it brings quantum theory into the human biology conversation,

hence the term Bioenergetics. [4]

So we have a shift in our perspective of our bodies as being solid matter, to instead of having

spaces with ions, biophotons, neutrons, electrons whirling inside us. Furthermore, this

invisible, quantum energy field does not just end at the barriers of our skin but extends

beyond our physical barriers. [5] Our quantum fields overlap and intact and engage with

other fields in a continuous manner.

Due to the primary focus of conventional medicine being on tangible biology, the

biochemistry of life and all its constructs, it does require a large paradigm shift to think of

the human body in terms of intangible, invisible fields. It requires an even greater shift in our

thinking to apply this same perspective to all living organisms and systems. [6]

Trillions of cells in our body, our organs and all our multitude of complex systems are ever

monitoring, communicating, responding and providing feedback instantaneously to changes

happening both inside and outside of us [7]. As living organisms, we are constantly changing,

adapting and attempting to come into balance with our internal and external environment.

The constant exchange information is endless till life itself ceases.

We have made amazing advances in mapping and decoding the biochemical body, but we

are still in the infancy of doing the same for our “energy body” or the human body field. We

are yet to fully understand the influence of quantum energy on the body and the role it

plays in the biology of a living organism. [8]

We currently have more questions than answers regarding the quantum nature of our being.

But the answers are coming in, albeit slowly, and they are based on science. [9]

OUR LIFE FORCE- THE QUANTUM ENERGY WITHIN

We are all wired for connection – not just physically but in every conceivable way. We are all

connected internally and externally by an unseen force- our life force, which is both fragile

and delicate while being powerful at the same time. It has been given many different names

chi, prana, subtle energy, biofield but they all refer to that invisible, intangible spark that

gives us life. This life force also gives rise to the quantum energy system within us. The

intricate, myriad of connected ecosystems within us, our connections to each other and then

on a larger scale – to every living organism around us are all governed by quantum energy

systems.

For thousands of years ancient cultures made references to these invisible energy systems

and actively utilised aspects of the life force energy within us for healing the body, mind and

spirit. It was viewed as a connected inseparable whole unit, not as separate parts existing

independently, which was how conventional medicine compartmentalised these aspects of

our bodies in the past. Our natural curiosity has driven us to move beyond this viewpoint

and has allowed us to continue to constantly examine, understand and explain what it

means to be alive and thriving.



Furthermore, incredible innovations and advances in technology have given us the ability to

capture and view images in real time and processes happening in living organisms, which is

shifting us away from the past study of “dead” matter to now studying “living” matter- that

which still has the spark of life, its life force still intact. This unique perspective has allowed

researchers to reframe their inquiries into the mechanisms of living structures while at the

same time expanding our options for healing and affecting change in the body [10]

When we move away from deconstruction of the body and instead to having a more

cohesive integrated view of mind, body and spirit, we can access a larger body of knowledge

and expand on the tools available to offer our clients to help them heal. Interestingly, many

of these foundational tools have been around in many different cultures, in one form or

another - they are not entirely new. What is new though, is the advanced technology that

we employ in a bid to understand and validate them at scientific level.

For example, with our current technology, we can view the brain activity of meditators in

real time using fMRI scans. We can view microscopic images of elements exposed to the

power of intention or prayer. Recently scientists have recorded in real time, cellular

autofluorescence in response to cell exposure to magnetic fields. We can now transform the

energy of our emotions into energies of light and sound with the use of technology. We have

discovered particles that previously existed only in theory and are able to produce single

particle images- the list is endless of the leaps we are making in decoding our world. As new

discoveries take place, the models defining life and the universe are refined and re-shaped.

“For the possible to arise, the impossible must be attempted again and again.” - Hermann

Hesse, 1960 – Poet & Novelist

THE QUANTUM ENERGY OF EMOTION

When we feel an emotion, it creates a quantum energy signature. These quantum signatures

have been recorded in real time, using fMRI machines -which employ quantum mechanics

and magnetism to record scans. Using scans such as these we can make the connection

between emotions and fields that are created by emotions. A published study found that

emotions recorded in fMRI scans of the brain correlated back to childhood trauma. [11].

Emotions are quantum in nature.

The mind-body connection in the trauma process recognises the energy of an emotion as

getting stuck in the body, due to the inability of the nervous system to cope with a perceived

stressor and thus creating a halt to the process that discharges that energy naturally. This

interrupted process can then play out in a loop or remain encapsulated until an intervention

allows it to finally complete its full expression of the process in the way it was meant to play

out. This stuck emotional energy is thus retained in the body till such time it is discharged.

[12]

The bioenergetic aspect of mind body therapies have huge implications for healing trauma.

We are speaking about the ability to package information within quantum energy fields and



delivering it in whichever method that modality uses. It’s all about the exchange of

information at a quantum level because emotions happen at a quantum level.

It is possible to access and release these pockets of stuck energy by using bioenergetic

modalities as shown in the study conducted by Muehsam D and Ventura C [13] where

vibration of sound and electromagnetic energy actually modulated gene expression for

healing. This research is quite profound as we now know that quantum energy can affect our

very DNA.

Let’s now look at a few elements of bioenergetics, its impact on information and energy

exchange in the mind body system and their relationship to myriads of therapies that are

being used to address trauma. There is a common thread that runs through all

modalities-coherence, touch, intention and beliefs.

Coherence, touch, intention and beliefs are four elements that are bioenergetic in nature.

Our states of being (sense of coherence), our tactile connections (touch), our thoughts

(intentions) and our core beliefs are all capable of producing, transmitting, and receiving

quantum information. In many therapies one or more of these aspects are naturally

combined thus allowing them to be powerful tools to aid trauma healing.

COHERENCE AND THE BIOENERGETICS OF NATURE

Coherence is about alignment of waves in space that create standing waves. When there is

coherence, you are in sync, there is connection, rapport and alignment at a quantum level. It

must be noted though that connection does not always give rise to coherence. We know

that happens even in our day-to-day lives. We make connections with people all the time

but occasionally you meet someone who truly understands and resonates with us- you are

on the same wavelength. That is like coherence in the quantum world.

Space is full of waves, light, particles and fields -we live in a universe of quantum elements

constantly interacting with it. Whether is it man-made or natural, our fields come into

contact and interact with all kinds of other fields. But we have a special affinity for the

natural world. Humans are hardwired to benefit from connecting with nature. The

bioenergetic exchange of information that occurs between humans and the natural world is

invisible, but the effects are deep and tangible [14] There is coherence between us and the

natural world.

In the same way that our bodies have subtle energy systems, so do our surroundings,

especially natural environments. The rhythms of nature that we commonly take for granted

are all around us- the magnetic polars, the seemingly constant gravitational pull of the earth,

night and day, the seasons, the phases of the moon, the cycles of birth and death are all part

of the rhythms of nature. We are affected by these rhythms because our fields exist in, and

interact with, the larger fields of the universe. There are micro-systems, sub-systems and

macro-systems within all these fields. It is like ecosystems within ecosystems much like

Russian babushka dolls. Scientist have found that the low frequency waves of the earth’s

fields support the imprinting process of quantum information of other fields which is why



we feel so good when we are in natural environments- the earths fields provide a larger

coherent field for quantum information exchange and flow. The natural world is full of

phenomena that can be explained using the field theory- flocks of birds flying in perfect

formation, schools of fish moving as one, bees find their hive having flown hundreds of miles

by detecting and responding to the magnetic fields of the earth and using it as a compass.

Even trees have their own communication system via the mycelium network which is like the

nervous system of the underground ecosystem. [15] Studies have shown that trees are able

to pass information between each other without even being in close proximity in a

remarkable way.

The bioenergetic systems of nature are older than time itself and humans have been in

harmony and in tune with nature longer than we care to remember. Ancient healing

practises that prevail to this day place a high importance on being one with nature for a very

valid reason. It affects our physical and mental wellbeing. Coherence is not just about being

in nature. It is about being in tune with yourself, the people around you and your

surroundings. Coherence can be applied to everything, at an atomic level to a cosmic level.

Ancient practises aside, even allopathic doctors have long recognised the healing and

restorative powers of seaside towns and mountain air for convalescing patients. We know is

that, due to the Lenard Effect, [16] these environments have higher levels of ironized

particles in the air that have therapeutic benefits including mental health. Countless studies

have shown the benefits of being outdoors for mental wellbeing.

Ecopsychology has demonstrated that doing activities that are nature based such as surfing,

horseback riding, trekking, hiking, walking and if nothing else, just sitting on real grass in the

sun confer benefits that go way beyond just mental wellbeing and specifically help to

regulate the amygdala response in our brain to stressors that affect not just our physical

health but cognitive function. [17] It has also been found that even small exposures to

nature is beneficial. It is one of the best tools at hand to recommend to client healing from

trauma. Some of the benefits listed are better attention, concentration, clarity, creativity and

increased Vitamin D levels, improved mood, empathy and cooperation, it lowers stress and

pain levels, it helps reset your circadian rhythms and with sleep. According to the University

of Pittsburgh- you heal faster! [18]

In fact, you don’t even have to physically be in nature to benefit, even looking out into

nature while indoors or being in a sunny room still has a positive effect on your health. A

“nature prescription” is a simple, no cost, effective bioenergetic tool that has no negative

side effects. And if all you can see from the window is a bare, leafless tree in the middle of

winter, it will still be beneficial. [19]

THE ENERGY OF TOUCH- OUR HEALING HANDS

Touch is so much more than just skin to skin contact even thought this somatic aspect of

touch is critical for trauma work. It is also a mode of direct transfer of quantum information.

This is the reason why touch is universally recognised and acknowledged as a powerful tool

for mind body healing work. [20]



In 2018, Time magazine announced to the world that scientists “discovered” a new organ

system – the interstitum, citing the study that was published in Scientific Reports. [21] This

system is partly solid and partly liquid and covers our whole body like a web. In reality, mind

body therapies have been utilising the interstitum since ancient times. It was just that

science just caught up and we could finally view it in real time.

Researchers have mapped the information pathways that were previously referred to as

meridians and called them “primo-vascular systems”. [22] It was demonstrated that these

pathways lay under the skin, in blood vessels, the lymphatic system and on the surface of

organs conducting a flow of energic information in the form of biophotons which are

electromagnetic waves of light along the same pathways that traditional Chinese medicine

practitioners have been using for centuries. [23]

More recently EFT- Emotional Freedom Technique also known as “tapping” has gained more

widespread popularity allowing the gentle release of stored emotional energy held in the

physical body. [32] EFT has its roots in acupuncture and was patented by Dr. Roger Callahan

under Thought Field Therapy. Because EFT also uses the energy pathway points it may

explain how the activation of these points helps to release stored emotion. Research has

shown that it helps with psychological conditions such as depression and PTSD, it also has

been shown to reduce heart rate, blood pressure and lowered cortisol. [33]

Another study found that the fascia has an innate “awareness” which is not biochemical in

nature.[24]

The notion that the fascia, the extracellular matrix, microtubules, cleavage planes and

connective tissue sites etc which in bioenergetics is referred to as the living matrix, holding

memories in the form of information strings helps us understand how the energetic imprint

of an event can be held by the body when a traumatic event is not processed properly. It

also allows us to explore the possibility of using manual manipulation to access this

information string to release it. [25]

Manual therapies such as acupuncture, osteopathy, strain-counterstrain, Rolfing etc work

with the structural mechanism of the body accessing quantum information pathways as well

as restoring the body field integrity.  By opening up circulation, you create movement which

in turn creates energy and we know that energy creates fields. [26] The easing of the web of

the fascia allows mobility of the body to be restored physically but also energetically and this

enables the body to able to tap into the stuck emotions to release it. [27] Acupuncture in

particular works specifically on the meridian systems identified by Chinese medicine and

acupuncture points have been imaged using photoluminescent Bioceramic material and

even CT scans. [28] There are many techniques that effectively identify the nervous system

dysfunction that occurs in trauma and can bring back it back into balance and proper

function via the fascial systems of the body. [29] Thus touch is a powerful bioenergetic tool

for connecting with and accessing stored trauma.

Many modalities tap into the “touch” aspect of bioenergetics for healing trauma. Meta-

Analysis studies in Yoga, Tai chi, EFT, reflexology, functional relaxation, massage therapy,

dance/movement therapy and acupuncture have been shown to reduce stress, pain,



depression, anxiety thus helping to integrate the self (whole body concept) with sensory and

emotional experience. [34] In addition, modalities such as NLP, hypnosis, biofeedback,

meditation, psychoacoustics (sound therapy), light therapy, ultrasound, pulsed light, radio

frequency treatment, visualization and prayer also use aspects of quantum energy that

relate to transference of quantum information via frequency, light, sound waves, intention,

beliefs where there is no physical contact. The information is transferred none the less and

changes occur at a mental and physiological level.

INVISIBLE FIELDS OF INTENTIONS

Intention, within the context of the provider-client relationship is twofold. On one hand, it is

how the provider shows up for the client to affect change- an altruistic, caring service for a

positive outcome and on the other, it is how the client shows up-grateful acceptance of the

help and support to affect change in themselves. Both aspects have an influence on the

outcome of the interaction. [30]

HeartMath is now commonly regarded as a science-based globally recognised practise. They

have conducted numerous research into the energetics of the heart and it fields. Quantum

medicine considers the heart field as one of three major fields that create the body field (the

others being the Morphic field and the Matrix). HeartMath studies using SQUID

(superconducting quantum interference device) in the 1970s and other subsequent studies,

show that the magnetic field of the heart which extends 3 feet out from the body uses

energetic communication within the field. This field is stronger than that of the brain and is

the strongest field in the body. The heart field is so powerful that it can communicate

without touching, synchronising with another heart field and it can influence the brainwaves

of another via energetic communication. These studies demonstrate the significance of, and

confirmation of, the impact of intention alone at a psychological, biological and physical level

for providers and for clients alike. [31]

Our heart fields have the power to be conduits of our intentions in a very profound manner.

Even in the simple acts of daily life we are communicating with our bodies, intentionally or

unintentionally. Our heart field when we know how to harness it, can be a strong

communicator of love, gratitude, support, compassion, kindness, understanding, service and

gift. These emotions create fields that are recognised internally within us and externally by

others.

As practitioners we can communicate our passion, dedication and beliefs about our

modalities without us even uttering a word. Our clients will feel it. Intention is invisible but

its effects are tangible- the silent transfer of quantum information.

BELIEFS AFFECT BIOLOGY

Our beliefs and perceptions of ourselves and the world around us affects the internal

environment of our being. Bruce Lipton, the well-known stem cell biologist, demonstrated

how the placebo effect is the result of our thoughts and beliefs powerfully affecting our

biology. The placebo effect continues to be unintentionally proven repeatedly in clinical

trials and is a scientifically recognised phenomenon. What we believe is transmuted into our



cells and genes. He also demonstrated that molecular function and cell health can be

positively affected by energy fields including the intention of prayer. [35] Our thoughts affect

our biology.

This last aspect of bioenergetics- Belief- is so important as it encompasses the whole process

of helping our clients heal. The potential of using our belief system whether as a client or as

a practitioner, is only limited, ironically, by our beliefs. Firstly, a client’s internal belief will

ultimately govern the outcome. Secondly, our beliefs, as practitioners, also have just as

much bearing on the outcome. Our resilience and faith in ability to help others has the

power to impact their resilience and faith in themselves to heal. Even if they don’t have the

necessary beliefs and perceptions required to heal and thrive, we have the power to build

their resilience through our intentions and beliefs which can be wordlessly communicated to

their biofield.

We don’t have a definitive code yet for all the complexities of what it means to be human.

Nor do we know to what true extent trauma can affect us other than what manifests

outwardly. But what we do know is that given the right conditions and support our bodies

know how to heal. Acknowledging this innate healing power of the human body allows us to

tap into that very power. As practitioners, we can help those in our care in a natural, gentle

and sustainable way by incorporating bioenergetics to empower our clients to regain control

of their minds, bodies and lives. Unlike medications or intrusive medical procedures, we are

working with mechanisms in the body that are already attempting to do what we as

providers, are striving to achieve- to help our clients come into homeostasis where the mind,

body and spirit can thrive. Bioenergetics is one pathway, amongst many, that can contribute

to achieving that goal.

SUMMARY

Countless mind body modalities use aspects of bioenergetics and quantum energy systems

for healing and is especially useful for trauma healing.

We know that biochemistry alone does not govern health and wellbeing. Healing a living

organism is a complex and multi-dimensional process that sits within a system that is in

continuous flux because there is life within that organism.

Trauma healing requires a mind body approach for lasting change. Utilising mind body

modalities to facilitate deeper healing is gathering greater credibility as technological

advances are made and research becomes more widely known.

When we go beyond the cell and get down to the level of particles, we move into the

domain of bioenergetics. The biofields, which are electromagnetic, electric, magnetic,

quantum and photonic in nature, are created by the actions of atoms and particles. We

effect and are affected by all the fields around us. Quantum energy medicine or

bioenergetics is an evolving field of healing and is not comprehended easily by everyone.

Bioenergetics is about information transfer at a quantum level. Coherence, touch, intention

and beliefs all affect information transfer.



Coherence is being connected and being in tune within a field.

Touch creates direct connection in the fascia which is a web of superconductive material

that covers our entire body where information is stored, transferred and transported.

Our beliefs and intentions can hinder or promote the results of our actions as they are

silently communicated and exchanged, received and decoded.

When we use the bioenergetic lens to examine mind body therapies from the viewpoint of

coherence, touch, intention and belief, we can see the common thread that runs through

them all.  Working with concepts that we can understand can be very helpful in facilitating a

more open-minded enquiry into how our bodies work, so that it can be applied meaningfully

and confidently to healing. This enables new theories, observations, measurements,

collection of data which then provide newer insights and explanations for the mechanisms

of healing trauma.
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